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ABSTRACT

Weather data is important for almost everyone today. The daily weather report, home thermometers, and a lot of other things affect our every day life. In order to develop better and more efficient equipment, tools and algorithms, the people working with this data need to be able to access it in an easily accessible and easy to read format. In this research, methods of visualizing data on mobile platforms are evaluated based on what researchers in the field wants, since their respective fields might want to use very specific visualizations. The implementability of these visualizations are then evaluated, based on the implementations made throughout this paper. The results show that the researchers know what they want, and that what they want is implementable on mobile platforms given some limitations caused by performance.

INTRODUCTION

In this work, we study what workers who use weather data in their professions or hobbies need in terms of data visualization.

Today there are a multitude of professions and hobbies which require knowledge of the local weather. These can be people who work in the military, scientists such as meteorologists and geoscientists, but can also be people who fly with hot air balloons or gliders. Some of the relevant information that can be collected from the atmosphere is the temperature, pressure, wind direction and speed, all at different levels of height relative to sea level.

There exists many tools to measure these different values, such as weather balloons, flying drones, thermometers, and satellites. At Sparv Embedded [1], they develop such devices for measuring the previously mentioned data, and more [2]. They also develop systems to display this data in a multitude of ways to the end user (who at least a few of can count themselves in the previously mentioned crowd). The currently supported platforms are Android devices, but this will be expanded in the future.

The application is capable of doing a lot of different things already, such as connecting to a receiver (which in turn connects to the measuring device), receive data, extrapolate relevant data from the data and show it to the end user through varying graphs and plots.

Since the end users of the company’s products are so varied, different methods of presenting the data is a huge advantage. For example, meteorologists might want to use certain graphs to read data that is useful to them, but this data would not at all be useful to, say, a military employee. Even if two groups want the same data, it can still be presented in such ways that is preferable for one group over the other.

The problem at this present moment is simply that the application does not support all different data presentations that the company and the end users wants. Currently the application only supports line and scatter plots (see figure 1) which is limited in expressibility when considering all possible end users.

Figure 1. A line plot showing wind direction and wind speed given height.

Purpose

The goal of our work is to explore different ways to visualize the data provided to the application through the measuring devices, and to find which presentations are more preferable than others, for which people in which professions, and in what circumstances.

Research questions

Our first research question is:

- Which forms of data visualization are the most appropriate for different end users? Do they themselves know what they want?

When we know this, the following question is:
• Can these be implemented within the limitations of a mobile device in an easy to use format?

Limitations
We will limit our end users to the ones that are relevant to Sparv Embedded (military and meteorologists, amongst others), and since we are working on a time limit, we will implement as many visualizations as we have time to produce.

As for the limitations of a mobile device, the main concern that will be focused on is screen size, and how user-friendly the visualizations are (see Theory for specifics).

BACKGROUND
Sparv Embedded is a company that develops a certain type of weather balloon system for measuring weather data. In this system they currently include a program which can represent the data the sonde (the actual machine that measures the data) produces, both in real time and from recorded files.

However, since the current program is written for computers only, they are developing an app that can be used in a more handy fashion, since it can be run on a hand-held device instead of a laptop. When measuring data people often find themselves in hard-to-reach areas, in which case it’s very important to have lightweight and easy to use equipment.

The app is developed using the multiplatform framework Cordova, which uses HTML, CSS and JavaScript in order to render the app on multiple different platforms (the target platforms being Android, iOS and browsers).

The app, in its current stage, can only display line and scatter plots over height, which is not enough for what the company’s end users want. This is what this project aims to fix. Currently, the graphs are also rendered using a graph plugin, which we are supposed to replace with our own implementation due to licensing costs associated with the currently used library.

Theory
We will begin this chapter by describing the topic of weather data a bit more. We will go through what data that can be collected from the atmosphere, and to whom this can be of interest. Then we will bring up visualizations, and how they can serve to display weather statistics in varying ways, and then sum it up by bringing up some common forms of visualizations. After that, some topics about development for a mobile platform will be brought up, like GUI design and some of the requirements for our visualizations to become a reality.

Atmospheric data
The atmosphere contains many different measurable parameters. These can range from temperature, air pressure, humidity [3], and other data like wind direction and wind speed.

Based on the current weather state, one can give predictions of future weather through several models. For example, the persistence method predicts that tomorrow’s weather will likely be similar to today’s weather [3,4]. One can also predict weather based on trends in data, such as cloud movements, cold fronts and high and low pressure centers [5]. Other, seemingly lesser used models include predicting weather based on long running trends in data (say, for a given date), and running weather simulations in supercomputers [6], which can be done in a multitude of ways [8,9]. There are constantly new models of weather forecasting being developed [23,24], the ones mentioned are just some basic examples.

Predicting weather is mostly the business done by meteorologists. Other professions or hobbies might be interested in such data, but not in the same depth. One such example could be hot air balloon pilots who want to predict what altitude they should rise to in order to go a certain direction (using wind direction) [7]. Gliding works in a similar way. Geo-scientists may also use weather data to research how Earth functions [10].

Data visualization
There is clearly a need for weather data by many target audiences, all of which have different demands and motivations, in terms of what info needs to be highlighted. Thus visualizations of data may look vastly different depending on the end user. Some end users have well known needs.

Figure 2. A skew-t graph.

Meteorologists, for example, popularly use skew-t graphs in their field of research [14] (see figure 2). Skew-t graphs are rather complex graphs with a lot of different things being
readable, such as atmospheric stability. The leftmost axis represents height using pressure, the bottom represents temperature, and the flags on the right represent wind speed and direction. For more information, see [13,14,25].

Other end users might not have as clear demands. They might need different types of graphs for different purposes. Military personnel might, while trying to launch a plane, want only the latest data in the clearest format, since that is all that matters right before the flight. On the other hand, the military personnel might need to know the full measurement of air pressure over time, so that they can predict turbulence for their planes trajectory.

We can see from these examples that different visualizations serve to emphasize some parameters above others. There exists a plethora of different data visualizations and graphs, shaped in ways most suitable for different needs [11].

Figure 3. A windrose showing how wind direction and wind speed are distributed given a certain location and time frame (image is not representative of any location or time).

Polar plots (see figure 3) are circular graphs which emphasize directional values, which can be useful for displaying wind directions and speed. There is a special type of polar plot for displaying just wind direction and speed, known as a “windrose”.

Line plots (see figure 1) is the most general form of two-dimensional graphs for displaying a relation of some sorts.

Heat-maps (see figure 4) is a form of three-dimensional graph for visualizing fluctuating data over areas.

Figure 4. A heat-map showing example data

Another type of circular graph is a radar-like chart displaying directional values, usually over time or height (see figure 5).

Figure 5. A circular chart showing wind direction over height.

Development for mobile platforms

We will only be developing a small part of the application, the graphs. Had we been implementing graphs for a traditional desktop application, the only obvious challenges would have been the implementation details, as in how to code the graph, what graphics framework (or library) to use, etc. One can safely assume that the graph would fit comfortably inside the entire screen.

Now that we are developing on mobile platforms, things get more complicated, and mainly because of the screen size. Is
it really feasible, for example, to take an entire skew-t graph and paste it onto a mobile screen? Will it fit, or would one have to scroll and zoom around to find relevant information, and would that be comfortable? The limited screen size also brings forward the problem of navigation. How can one make switching between different visualizations not feel cumbersome? Will there be any major difference if one decides to use the application in a tablet instead of mobile phone?

There exists some guidelines when it comes to developing graphical user interfaces for mobile platforms [15,16]:

- Performing the main functionality of the app should preferably take as few steps as possible. For us this could mean making transitioning between different graphs as simple as possible, or make graph navigation easy.
- The look and feel of the app should feel consistent, both within the app itself and across multiple platforms. For us this could mean, for example, that navigation should work the same across all types of graphs, and that how one navigates should not be to different across platforms. It could also mean that the colors used in the different graphs should remain similar.
- It should be designed to fit multiple situations. This means that the app should be simple to use regardless of external factors such as brightness, weather, etc.

Though not a unique problem for mobile platforms, performance and responsiveness is also a factor to take into account. It would naturally be undesirable if, for example, pressing some button would present visible results several seconds after having pressed it. It is most desirable if the elements composing the user interface would mimic their physical real life counterparts, in terms of behavior and response.

Survey methodology

One method to find out what the end users prefer using in their respective fields is to conduct surveys, which is fitting if the survey takers are spread out globally, which is the case in this paper. There exists a multitude of ways to conduct surveys [17]. For example, one can have open-ended questions, which are formed so that answers are not black and white. This allows for a varying range of possible answers, which can be great for recording detailed experiences.

One can also asks closed-ended questions, where answers instead are rather black and white, the opposite of an open-ended question. Closed-ended questions are more suitable in a quantitative study, where you just want hard facts (“Did you find X?”, “Did you enjoy Y?”), as opposed to in a qualitative study, where you’d want more in depth answers (“How did you find X?” Did you enjoy Y? If not, why?”).

There is also the option to use standardized surveys. There exists a variety of such [21], for example SUS surveys [18], which are used to gain information about the general usability of a service in an easy to read score-based format. QUIS [20] is another example of a standardized survey, which is a questionnaire regarding system usability along six scales. However, as opposed to SUS, QUIS requires a license (and therefore a license fee). There is also SUMI [22], which contains 50 so called attitude statements, which the user can respond to with either “agree”, “don’t know” or “disagree”. An example question is “The software responds too slowly to inputs”. Similar to QUIS, using SUMI also comes with a license fee.

Other than the general type of questions, one also has to think of a multitude of other factors while designing a survey. This can be the ordering of questions, the specific wording of a question, which answer format fits the question best, etc.

The ordering is important since you want to lead the users into the survey to make sure they don’t get bored. Therefore, you should not open with the most specific questions, since the survey taker most likely won’t have the needed data in mind. That is why you should ease them in with the more simple and open-ended questions first [17].

The wording is important since one needs to make oneself clearly understood. You do not want survey takers to misunderstand the questions, and therefore end up with faulty or useless data. For example, the question “Are you concerned about environmental degradation in your neighborhood?” raise a lot of questions [19]; What does it mean to be concerned more specifically? What is environmental degradation? How does the survey taker define their neighborhood (the street, the block, etc)?

It is therefore important to keep your questions simple, short and clear, and try to avoid to ask more than one question per question [19].

Since we for a final survey need to know if the customers got what they wanted, we need an efficient way to find out both how useful the system is in general and how useful our implementation is, in regard to their use in their field.

There exists tools to measure how much certain parts of an app are being used, like Firebase. We could use this to measure whether or not the customers actually use the features they requested. However due to the limited customer base and time frame, we will not be able to collect enough data this way to draw proper conclusions.
METHOD
This section is split into multiple parts, the first details the original survey for end user visualization preferences, the second part details the implementation, and the third part details the second survey in which we got feedback on our implementation.

In order to conduct the surveys, Google Forms were chosen to be used as the medium, since it is a well used and easy to distribute platform. Since it has been around for a long time, and due to its frequent usage, it has developed an easy to use interface, both for the creator and user.

First Survey
The first step is to figure out what visualizations the end users desire out of the application. The group of end users that were available are spread out across the world, so the means of contact with them is limited to internet services such as Email, Skype, etc.

The eighteen end users that received the survey were part of many different groups: hot air balloon pilots and related enthusiasts, university professors and other researchers, and also ammunitions experts.

The questionnaire had a total of 12 questions, with 10 of them being relevant for this research, 4 open-ended questions, and 6 close-ended questions. The 2 irrelevant questions were regarding ways to access the data in general, and were requested by Sparv Embedded, since the survey served as a good opportunity for them to talk to their customers.

The close-ended questions followed a format of first presenting a form of data visualization, and then asking whether it is useful to the person answering or not (see appendix 1). The answers range from one to five, where one is “Not useful at all”, and five is “Very useful”.

One question, for example, was phrased “How useful would the following form of graph be to you? This can represent different measurements at different altitudes”, with an image representing a line graph.

The open-ended questions allowed the survey takers to express their thought on possible changes to the presented visualizations.

Alongside that, some questions were regarding where the weather data should be sent, if not the main app, but those were more relevant for Sparv Embedded and not the research presented in this paper.

Implementation
In the application there already exists some simple graphs, which needed to be re-implement as part of the job.

Since the already existing application is built using the multiplatform framework Cordova, which uses HTML5, CSS3 and JavaScript, HTML5 canvases will be used for drawing graphs. The library Chart.js [12] uses HTML5 canvases for graph rendering, including those that will possibly need to be implemented, and also the possibility to implement graphs unique to this project if needed.

The mobile device used for testing was a Samsung Galaxy Tab Active 4G. It had 1.5 GB RAM, a screen size of 8” with a resolution of 1280x800. The processor was a 1.2GHz Qualcomm Snapdragon 400 with 4 cores.

The metrics that was used for determining whether the visualizations are implementable and easily useable were the following:

1. If the visualization is capable of being interacted with, it should show instant response towards user actions. For example, if a graph is clickable, a clear indication that the click has been made should show up immediately.
2. The visualization should fit within the screen space limitations, and is capable of displaying all possible value ranges one might want to observe.
3. The visualization should not take an excessively long time to render.

Additionally, the amount of interactions required to complete a task was also measured. In this case, the only interaction the app provided was clicking, so this metric can be rephrased as the amount of clicks required to complete a task.

The discussion section will then bring up the feasibility of adding additional functionality to the visualizations, such as zooming, customization, etc, in relation to the constraints of any given platform.

Second survey
After the implementation was completed, the next step was to design the second survey. Like the first one, Google Forms was used. It was sent to the same users as the first survey.

This questionnaire contained questions regarding the implementations of the graphs from the first survey, asking if people found them clear and easy to use. This time, there were 9 closed-ended questions, and 10 open-ended ones, for a total of 19.

The questions served to provide more detailed feedback about whether or not the graphs they asked for in the first survey were really things they’d find useful, or if they just said they wanted the graphs in the first survey because they were asked.

The questions followed this format:

- I found these graphs easy to use (accompanied by images showing one of the implementations).
Is the contents of the above graphs clear? Is it easy to understand?
Would you like something changed in the above implementation?

There were also some general questions not directly related to the graphs themselves, but might influence the users usage of the app:

- Overall, I found the user interface easy to use.
- Having two graphs displayable at the same time is useful to me.
- What do you think could be improved about the app?
- What was your overall impression using the app?
- Would you use this app again?

All of the questions were answerable by either a scale ranging from one to five or ten, the higher the number, the more positive of a response, or just free text. Most free text questions were also optional.

RESULTS
The results will be split into the same parts as the method section was split up into. First, the results of the first survey, then some results on how the implementation went, and lastly the results of the second and final survey.

First survey
The visualizations that were presented, and the answer distribution were the following, where one is “Not useful at all” and five is “Very useful”:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of graph</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Line graph (at height)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circle graph</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comma-separated values</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line graph (over time)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current position in text</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skew-t</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Answer distribution for survey #1.

The answers to the first survey were received in less than a week after it was sent out. Ten people out of eighteen answered the survey. To summarize the answers, people were positive about most visualizations, with some being more preferred than others.

Alongside these answers, people also gave some opinions on how the visualizations could be improved (see appendix 1).

After re-implementation of the already existing line graph was completed, the project moved to the next step: implementing the new visualizations. The work was structured based on these answers, and the order of implementation was decided by implementing the most desired visualizations first, starting with comma-separated values, then the current position in text, circle graph, line graph (over time), and finally skew-t.

Some additional answers arrived a few days after the work was structured, but the new set of answers did not deviate enough from the ones already considered to warrant a restructuring. So the order of graphs to implement did not change.

The choice was made to implement skew-t last, even if the score would suggest otherwise. This is because since it is the most complicated graph to understand and implement out of the ones in the survey, and given the time constraints on the project, there was no guarantee that it would be able to be finished in time. Instead the graphs that were certain to be implemented were prioritized.

Alongside each visualization there was also a question of if they would like to improve something about the visualization in question, and what that change would be in that case. About half were happy with what was showed them and wanted nothing changed, but there were also smaller requests for implementation changes. Some examples are: a request for a zoom feature, different units of measurement (degrees or military mils for wind direction, amongst others), and a few requests for graphs we hadn’t asked about (hodographs, tephigram, etc).

Implementation
The app, as it was presented when work begun, already had support for displaying two line graphs next to each other (see appendix 1, first two figures). They were capable of displaying the parameters the wind measurement devices could capture, such as wind direction and speed, humidity, etc. There was also support for toggling which parameters to show, so that one could customize what to display on the graph, and to disable one of the graphs entirely, to make the other one wider.

The line graph re-implementation (appendix 1, figure 3) managed to behave almost identically to the initial line graphs, with the only difference being having moved the measurement toggle buttons to the main display. This removed the need of first going having to go to a side menu, thus reducing the amount of interactions required for toggling measurements.
The two other line graph variants that was implemented was the graph displaying values over the course of time instead of height (appendix 1, figure 8), and the skew-t graph (appendix 1, figure 9).

Since the skew-t graph is far too complex to implement given the time frame, a choice was made to use an already existing solution for drawing skew-t graphs. A solution using Chart.js was not found, however a multitude of ones implemented in D3.js were found. Since the space overhead of adding an additional library to the code base was insignificant enough (about 150kB) to warrant the usage of one of the previously mentioned implementations.

Given the data sets which the app works with, and the metrics presented in the method section, these three line graph implementations showed the following properties (each number represents a metric presented in the method section).

1. The only interactions they supported was clicking for toggling different measurements, and clicking on the graph to get a detailed view of a measured values at a specific point. One gets response immediately from the system that one indeed have clicked somewhere.

2. As the figures show, the graphs did fit within the screen size. One problem was that there was no way to manually select which portion of a graph to show. An attempt was made to allow zooming in on different sections of the graph, but this proved to be unresponsive, and in general broken to the point that it was nearly unusable.

3. Rendering the graphs took on average slightly less than a second to complete, which was good enough considering the data sets the app works with.

The circle graph (appendix 1, figure 4) ended up showing the exact same properties as the three line graphs described above.

The two text based visualizations (appendix 1, figure 5) was implemented as one singular entity, since all that separates them is some configuration options regarding what measurements to show, and in what fashion. This visualization ended up exhibiting the following properties:

1. This visualization was not capable of being interacted with, other than the different ways to configure it, and doing so proved to be responsive.

2. As figure 5 in appendix 1 shows, the naive implementation where one simply prints every measurement at each time point did not fit within the given screen space, if one draws two visualizations next to each other. The two ways implemented to combat this was being able to zoom in on one specific visualization (appendix 1, figure 7) and being able to select which measurements to show (appendix 1, figure 6). A lot more configuration options is left to be desired, but given the time constraints this was not possible.

3. Rendering times was almost non-existent. This was expected, since any modern computer is usually able to draw lots of text very quick.

Second survey
The second survey showed that the implementations were well received. Most questions were on a scale of 1-5, with an average of 4 both individually and in total (except for comma-separated values, which had an individual average of approximately 5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of graph</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Line graph (at height)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circle graph</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comma-separated values, and current position in text</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line graph (over time)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skew-t</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Additional questions</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall, I found the user interface easy to use</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having two graphs displayable like above is useful (note the zoom feature to only display one graph at a time)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I found this method of choosing different readings to show to be usable</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Answer distribution for survey #2.

The answer rate was lower this time around, with only six people out of the same eighteen answering. Expectations were not to get a higher answer rate than survey #1, but the 40% relative drop was a bit alarming. However, the responses we got were enough to reach a conclusion.

There were also questions regarding whether the graph content was clear, and whether people thought something could be changed. The answers were varying, and showed a
DISCUSSION

Results
The results were fairly expected. Seemingly, people were pleased with both the choice of visualizations to implement, and the implementations of said visualizations that were provided.

The only really negative parts are that the minor changes and improvements mentioned under First Survey in the Results section never got worked on. Further graphs to implement weren’t possible due to time constraints, but we did try our hand at a zooming feature (amongst other things).

There exists a zooming plugin for Chart.js [26] which we tried to implement. However, given the limitations of the device and the amount of things already happening in the app, the application started to slow down fairly significantly, and the functionality was very hard to control with your fingers (which, on a tablet, is fairly important). The slowdown most likely is due to the fact that with each “zoom tick” (each time the plugin receives a zoom request, which can happen multiple times during a zooming gesture), the plugin tried to redraw the graph in the current zoom level from scratch. If a SVG-based rendering library had been chosen, instead of a HTML5 canvas-based one, this might have been optimizable a lot easier. Because of this and further time constraints, the zoom feature was scrapped.

The different unit measurements that were requested were already a planned feature for the app, so this was left out of our work in favor of this future implementation.

Method for surveys
As the results show for the first survey, the participants seemed to want every visualization presented to them more or less. This is very likely because of the way the questions was presented to them. Being able to convey exactly what one wants in text form is an entire challenge in itself.

The main goal of the first survey was to get insight into what forms of data visualizations the Sparv Embedded target users would want in their day to day usage of the app. Given the way the questions were presented, with already decided upon visualizations, the user taking the survey might have been left with limited options for answering. If one is presented with only a handful of visualizations, why not support as many of them as possible, if nothing says otherwise.

The answer quality could possibly be improved if there, for example, was a bigger emphasis on open-ended questions regarding what the survey participant would find most useful in the daily usage of the app. This could be accompanied with images of example graphs for inspiration purposes. Perhaps a question asking the user to describe what he would want a typical use case of the app to be like, so that one can create an interface adapted for the workflow of the survey participants.

Given the desired changes for the first survey, the resulting second survey would have to be redesigned completely, so that it would make sense given the results acquired from the first survey and the implementation.

Method for implementation
The metrics used for evaluating the implementations was chosen with the goal of having a set of general metrics across all possible different visualizations. This ended up limiting the possible set of metrics to those regarding device input and output, performance, and what value ranges the visualizations allow to display.

Even though these are perfectly valid metrics, one could possibly get more quality results if instead of using a general set of metrics, use separate ones specific for each visualization. This could give more quality results, and one could possibly then derive a general set of conclusions based on these new results, applicable in a broader scale of research.

The process of choosing charting libraries for this research was relatively short. It essentially consisted of searching around for different libraries, and picking the one supporting those graph predicted to be needed at the time. A better choice could have been one optimized for mobile platforms (if such exist). Such a library might have solved some of the problems that occurred, such as the performance hitches when attempting to zoom.

Future work
The future work available to this project can be divided into two; general future work and project-specific future work.

In the general case, there is always the option to expand the survey groups to a larger audience. 18 people is a fairly small group to draw any general conclusions from (albeit enough for this specific usage). If you expand to different user bases, you of course need to tailor the graphs asked about to the new set of groups. Once one has changed the survey in such a manner, it’s possible one might want to experiment with the survey structure, to see if one can get a clearer response.

In the project-specific case, there’s mostly work available in implementing the things the users asked for during survey

---

1. [https://github.com/B0H95/ExJobb/blob/master/survey1.pdf](https://github.com/B0H95/ExJobb/blob/master/survey1.pdf)
2. [https://github.com/B0H95/ExJobb/blob/master/survey2.pdf](https://github.com/B0H95/ExJobb/blob/master/survey2.pdf)
#1. The zoom feature, for example, could be implemented properly. One could either implement the skew-t graph in Chart.js, or implement the other graphs in the other added library, D3.js in order to avoid using two separate libraries.

CONCLUSIONS
A multitude of different user groups were asked to fill out the surveys, where they were asked to evaluate how useful a certain type of graph is to them. However, since most of the responses were very positive during the first survey, one can assume that either we asked about visualizations that were too general in usage, or if they just because they've been asked said yes, thinking they wouldn't interfere with their regular usage, but might be useful in very specific instances (a "why not" attitude). In order to draw any more general conclusions, the amount of survey takers would have to be increased dramatically.

For this specific instance, the answers received are enough to warrant a conclusion however. From the results gotten, one can conclude that the users both know what they want, and that the implementations were implemented well enough for their liking.

The implementations themselves are fairly responsive as well, given the limitations of the platform. However, as seen with the zoom feature, it is just barely within the limits, as no new major functionality might be difficult to implement well.
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Figure 1. The line graphs already present in the app when work started. Note the zoom button to the top right of each graph, which allows you to let that one graph cover the entire screen.

Figure 2. The line graphs already present in the app when work started, including the menu in which you can select which measurements to show.
Figure 3. Our re-implementation of the line graphs. Note the three buttons above each graph which allows you to switch between visualizations. Also note the additional menu items to the right.

Figure 4. The circle graph shown to the left. The right shows a line graph with some measurements disabled.
Figure 5. The text-based visualization.

Figure 6. Options menu to select which measurements to show for the text-based visualization.
Figure 7. The text-based visualization, zoomed in.

Figure 8. The line graph displaying measurements over time.
Figure 9. The skew-t graph.